We are especially Thankful this Thanksgiving for our students, parents,
teachers, staff, and beautiful place we are fortunate to call home.

The Harvest Moon
It is the Harvest Moon! On gilded vanes
And roofs of villages, on woodland crests
And their aerial neighborhoods of nests
Deserted, on the curtained windowpanes
Of rooms where children sleep, on country lanes
And harvestfields, its mystic splendor rests!
Gone are the birds that were our summer guests,
With the last sheaves return the laboring wains!
All things are symbols: the external shows
Of Nature have their image in the mind,
As flowers and fruits and falling of the leaves;
The songbirds leave us at the summer's close,
Only the empty nests are left behind,
And pipings of the quail among the sheaves.
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow

11/2024 Thanksgiving Holiday Break

PARENT ASSOCIATION CORNER
Highlights and Thank You!
Vintage FestivalThank you to Mike, Val and Lily Marino for once again hosting,
building and driving our school float. Presentation won 1st place.

HalloweenThank you to Lori Edwards and Jenny Perez for a remarkable
Halloween Carnival. The Makers Lab students created the best Haunted House
to date and raised $1,000 toward the 8th grade trip to DC.
Speaker Series Thank you to Barbara Madden and Vanessa Rognlien for your
work on the speak series committee. Mark Lukach shared an intimate evening
with 50 guests sharing his story.
Movie NightThank you to Lisa Corsello for your work with movie night. Families
enjoyed a great evening on campus watching Shrek.
The Library program is up and running. If you would like to signup to help
please email Renee Hamner at Reneemhamner@gmail.com
UP NEXT:
Speaker Series Social Media Awareness April 12th
Mother/Son event: (rescheduled) to April 27th

Dear Parents,

I hope that everyone is excited for a week away. The kids certainly are. Before
we go away, I wanted to ask your help with an ongoing and growing concern
(not with our students alone, but will all young people really).

During this week off, I would like to ask that we are all extra mindful of our
children's online/social media behavior. Often, time away from their peers can
intensify children's insecurities and too much unmonitored time on a phone can
lead to behaviors that are unkind or insensitive, exclusive, or simply
inappropriate. We also know that they use their phones to stay connected with
each other, so it is not an easy line to draw.

Each family will have their own rules around their children's Smartphones, but
please be aware that online behavior (whether it's gaming, Youtube, Instagram,
Snapchat, etc.) does eventually make its way into our school. A week away
leaves a lot of time for kids to wander all over the internet, or be pulled into text
or chat streams that can get out of control quickly.

I write this as a school head, but also as a parent wrestling with all of the same
concerns about what these technologies can do to and for young people. As a
school that takes children's personal and moral growth seriously, we are asking
that we all commit to additional vigilance of their social media and online
presence.

We will be having this conversation for a very long time because the
technological landscape changes so quickly, but it is important that we make it
an ongoing conversation. Schools alone cannot impress these lessons on
children  this is something we have to do together.

On April 12 our speaker series is with Ana Homayoun, whose recent book,
Social Media Wellness: Helping Tweens and Teens Thrive in an unbalanced
digital world. Let's read it together.

We will also be hosting a February screening of ANGST, from the director of
Screenagers.

Below are two important and widely read articles related to kids and phones.
Both say something different, but both are helpful.

Have Smartphones Destroyed a Generation?

No, Smartphones are Not Destroying a Generation.

Thank you, and Happy Thanksgiving,

Scott Parker

November's Value

Don Aiello, President of
NorCal Chapter of US Lacrosse, Inc. will be at the
meeting to answer questions.
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